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          Bled 27-28 Sept 2016 
     
       Working Group Notes (3 Oct 2016)    
  
 
Attendees: 
Emilija Nesheva, BILC Sec, BGR 
Branka Petek, Host, SVN 
Geert Mabesoone, BEL 
Drazen Malesevic, BiH 
Irena Prpic Djuric,  HRV 
Julia Kolosovska, LVA  
Gerard Seinhorst, NLD 
Peggy Garza, Assoc BILC Sec, USA 
Keith Wert, Assoc BILC Sec, USA 
 
1.  Longevity of STANAG 6001 Test Certificates 
In an endeavour to formulate a 'BILC Policy Recommendation' Peggy and Gerard will 
conduct a literature review on language attrition. .  In addition, an empirical study of 
results when retesting will be conducted.  Drazen will draft a questionnaire and interview 
questions for the nations and will send them to Branka for her review.  Emilja will ask the 
nations if they are interested in participating in this study.  
 
2. STANAG 6001 Test Certificates Essential Information 
General discussion and a review of some national certificates revealed that there are 
several different national methods of producing these certificates.  Many nations have their 
processes codified in high level policy documents and procedures.  Therefore it was the 
consensus of the WG that certain essential information on these national certificates should 
be recommended by BILC.  Drazen led a discussion on this and the following items were 
agreed to be essential: 
 
 Name of organization issuing the certificate 
 Statement that the SLP scores are according to STANAG 6001 ed5 
 Date of actual Test (by skill)   
 Date of Certificate Issuance 
 Language Tested 
 Name, Surname, Date of Birth, (ID number if appropriate), (Rank optional)  
 Signature (including electronic) of approving authority 

 
Left as optional was whether to print on the reverse side of the certificate a shorthand 
version of the STANAG 6001 levels or to print the complete proficiency description of the 
skill level attained in the test.  But in either case it should refer to the current version. 
Keith will draft a 'BILC Policy Recommendation' on this topic for WG review. 
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3.  Acceptance of Commercial STANAG 6001 Certificates 
Discussion led to the consensus that BILC would state that STANAG 6001 certificates could 
only be issued by recognized national Defence Language Testing Organizations.  On a 
bilateral basis nations may accept STANAG 6001 certs from other nations' Defence 
Language Testing Organizations.  The BILC secretary could assist with identification of such 
organizations.  Peggy will review the FAQs on the BILC website on this subject.  Keith will 
draft a 'BILC Policy Recommendation' on this topic for WG review. 
 
4.  Comparing STANAG 6001 to Other Tests 
While this "portability" issue is a national and not a NATO problem, it was agreed that the 
topic will not go away and that BILC needed to come up with a way to frame the discussion 
in a manner that non specialist senior leaders can fathom.  Gerard will lead the effort and 
Branka, Peggy and Geert will assist. The objective is to have a 'BILC Policy 
Recommendation' on the website for reference. 
 
5. (New) BILC endorsement of National Defence Testing Organizations 
Nestled in the process of testing organizations constructing a validity argument is the 
potential for BILC to perhaps to "recognize" or "certify" such entities as meeting best 
practice professional standards.  This could buttress Testing Teams from inappropriate 
external interference and pressure as well as assist standardization of results across the 
alliance and its partnerships.  A component of the validity argument would be the use of the 
BILC Benchmark Advisory Test (BAT) by Testing Teams to help analyse their own test 
results.  The problem is that no nation has the finances to buy the BAT.  Keith offered the 
possibility of funding the BAT use by nations with the proviso that the BILC secretariat be 
allowed to know the results (BAT versus national test score from same candidate) and the 
conclusions drawn.  When the BAT was used before, nations did not have to report their 
results.   As a preliminary step, Emilija agreed to contact nations on behalf of the BILC 
secretariat to see if any would be interested in using the BAT under these conditions 
understanding that these results could greatly assist their building a testing validity 
argument.  
 
6.  Improving the Recognition of STANAG 6001 
Keith agreed to look at drafting separate Wikipedia articles on BILC and the STANAG 6001.  
He plans to plagiarise these subjects as much as possible in the spirit of TS Eliot's maxim: 
"Immature poets imitate, mature poets steal." 
 
  
 


